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Created with travel agent 
expertise to showcase the 
power of natural, action-
oriented conversational 
dialogue.

MEET ANGEL

INPRIS HUMAINS

Introducing Inpris HumAIns, the revolutionary human-like 
conversational AI platform that provides autonomous AI 
agents for customer service and smart assistance, 
completely changing the way businesses interact with their 
customers. With their unique ability to converse naturally 
and perform a wide range of tasks and services—previously 
only conducted by humans—Inpris HumAIns are 
transforming the service world.

HumAIns utilize advanced Generative AI 
technology to automate business processes 
and elevate customer experience.

HumAIns galvanize your team with powerful capabilities 
and deliver a VIP experience to every customer.

BRINGING 
GENERATIVE AI 

TO LIFE

HUMAN 
QUALITIES WITH 
AI CAPABILITIES
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D2A TECHNOLOGY

Inpris' innovative Dialogue to Action™ (D2A) technology is 
leading the way in solving the problem of unreliable and 
inaccurate Generative AI, while bringing conversational AI 
to a human level. 

With D2A, Inpris' HumAIns can converse with users and 
perform tasks that were previously only done by humans. 
The cognitive architecture of D2A includes fine-tuned large 
language models and advanced algorithms that enable 
clear reasoning, decision-making, and self-monitoring. 
Additionally, Inpris' action modules seamlessly integrate 
with third-party applications, allowing real-time data 
retrieval and conversations which lead to concrete, targeted 
actions.

Say goodbye to the headaches of unreliable and inaccurate 
Generative AI and limited, unscalable conversational AI, and 
say hello to Inpris' D2A technology – the future of the service 
world.

HUMAINS
REVOLUTION

™



HumAIns can communicate via

TEXT MESSAGES, 
VOICE CALLS AND 
VIDEO CHAT

Providing a natural and effortless 
customer experience.

HumAIns revolutionize the way businesses interact with their 
customers by providing efficient, personalized, and cost-effective 
customer service and smart assistance.

HumAIns possess the ability to converse naturally, provide 
exceptional customer experiences, and carry out actions just like a 
human would. With zero waiting time and fast response, 
customers can get help right when they need it. 

HumAIns simultaneously process millions of actions, never forget 
a task, and offer scalability. With HumAIns innovative platform, 
businesses can deliver unparalleled customer service and smart 
assistance, and provide a VIP experience to every customer.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
AND SMART ASSISTANCE
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